Work zones present unique challenges for large trucks and buses. Do your part to make roads safer by remembering to plan your route, move early into an open lane, avoid distractions, obey signs and signals to slow down or stop, and keep extra space between vehicles.

NATIONAL WORK ZONE FACTS 2019

Total Work Zone Fatalities: 842

- Drivers and Passengers: 690
- Pedestrians and Bicyclists: 140
- Others: 12
  (Occupants of non-motor vehicle transport device and persons on personal conveyances)

Total Fatal Work Zone Crashes Involving a CMV: 250

From 2018 to 2019, the number of fatal work zone crashes involving a large truck or bus increased by 16%.

TEXAS FAST FACTS

- OF THE NEARLY 28,000 CRASHES THAT OCCURRED IN WORK ZONES ACROSS TX IN 2019, 14% INVOLVED A CMV.
- THERE ARE MORE THAN 3,000 ACTIVE WORK ZONES IN TEXAS.

STAY ALERT TEXAS:
Your Summer 2021 Work Zone Hot Spots

- Austin: Posey Road to SH 130
- Dallas: SH 183 to Loop 12
- Dallas: I-635/I-30 interchange from US 75 to I-30
- Dallas: US 67 between I-35E and I-20
- Dallas/Fort Worth: SH 170 to I-35/I-35W Split
- Denton County to Cooke County: US 380 to North of FM 3002
- Houston: I-45 to Beltway 8 North
- Laredo: Texas-Mexico Border to Shiloh Drive
- Midland and Odessa: I-20
- San Antonio: I-10 from FM 3351 to La Cantera Pkwy
- San Antonio: I-10 to AT&T Center Parkway; Spur 422 to I-10; Loop 1604 to Spur 422
- Waco: US 190 to South Loop 363
- Wichita Falls: South of 82 to Exit 1

For more information on driving safely around large trucks and buses, visit www.ShareTheRoadSafely.gov and for more on work zone safety, visit www.workzonesafety.org.